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Abstract. This thesis is about the structure of the boundary of the universe, i.e., 
points where the geometric structures of spacetime cannot be continued. In partic
ular, we study the structure of the b-boundary by B. Schmidt.

It has been known for some time that the b-boundary construction has several 
drawbacks, perhaps the most severe being that it is often not Hausdorff separated 
from interior points in spacetime. In other words, the topology makes it impossible 
to distinguish which points in spacetime are near the singularity and which points 
are ‘far’ from it. The non-Hausdorffness of the b-completion is closely related to 
the concept of fibre degeneracy of the fibre in the frame bundle over a b-boundary 
point, the fibre being smaller than the whole structure group in a specific sense. 
Fibre degeneracy is to be expected for many realistic spacetimes, as was proved by 
C. J. S. Clarke. His proofs contain some errors however, and the purpose of paper I 
is to reestablish the results of Clarke, under somewhat different conditions. It is 
found that under some conditions on the Riemann curvature tensor, the boundary 
fibre must be totally degenerate (i.e., a single point). The conditions are essentially 
that the components of the Riemann tensor and its first derivative, expressed in a 
parallel frame along a curve ending at the singularity, diverge sufficiently fast. We 
also demonstrate the applicability of the conditions by verifying them for a number 
of well known spacetimes.

In paper II we take a different view of the b-boundary and the b-length func
tional, and study the Riemannian geometry of the frame bundle. We calculate 
the curvature R of the frame bundle, which allows us to draw two conclusions. 
Firstly, if some component of the curvature of spacetime diverges along a horizontal



curve ending at a singularity, R  must tend to — oo. Secondly, if the frame bundle 
is extendible through a totally degenerate boundary fibre, the spacetime must be 
a conformally flat Einstein space asymptotically at the corresponding b-boundary 
point. We also obtain some basic results on the isometries and the geodesics of the 
frame bundle, in relation to the corresponding structures on spacetime.

The first part of paper III is concerned with imprisoned curves. In Lorentzian 
geometry, the situation is qualitatively different from Riemannian geometry in that 
there may be incomplete endless curves totally or partially imprisoned in a compact 
subset of spacetime. It was shown by B. Schmidt that a totally imprisoned curve 
must have a null geodesic cluster curve. We generalise this result to partially im
prisoned incomplete endless curves. We also show that the conditions for the fibre 
degeneracy theorem in paper I does not apply to imprisoned curves.

The second part of paper III is concerned with the properties of the b-length 
functional. The b-length concept is important in general relativity because the 
presence of endless curves with finite b-length is usually taken as the definition 
of a singular spacetime. It is also closely related to the b-boundary definition. We 
study the structure of b-neighbourhoods, i.e., the set of points reachable from a 
fixed point in spacetime on (horizontal) curves with b-length less than some fixed 
number e > 0 . This can then be used to understand how the geometry of spacetime 
is encoded in the frame bundle geometry, and as a tool when studying the structure 
of the b-boundary. We also give a result linking the b-length of a general curve in 
the frame bundle with the b-length of the corresponding horizontal curve.
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1. Introduction

General relativity is the area of physics that is concerned with the very large scale 
structures in the world, like the behaviour of astronomical objects or the origin and 
final fate of the universe. One of the peculiarities of the theory is that it predicts 
a breakdown of itself at what relativists call singularities’. In everyday language, a 
singularity is a point where the structure of spacetime breaks down. In a sense, a 
singularity is a point on the edge of space and time.

There is a serious problem with this description however. Since space and time 
are part of the theory, what do we mean by a singular point’? We cannot say that it 
is a point in spacetime, since by definition spacetime does not exist at the singularity! 
This is the problem that the b-boundary tries to solve.

In a way, the b-boundary construction is successful in providing a mathematical 
definition of what is meant by a singularity. But it also has serious drawbacks, which 
prevents it from being useful in many cases.

In this section we will give a very short basic introduction to those readers not 
acquainted with general relativity, and we return to the b-boundary in §2 .

1.1. Special relativity

Special relativity is Einsteins theory on space and time, restricted to inertial frames, 
that is, coordinate systems in uniform motion. One of the most important features 
of special relativity is the idea of viewing space and time not as separate entities, but 
as parts of the spacetime continuum.

Any point in space may be described by a set of three coordinates (*,y, z). Sim
ilarly, a point in time may be described by a single number t . Combining these 
coordinates we may describe any event, taking place at a certain point in space and 
at a certain time, by four coordinates (t, x,y,  z). We end up with a four-dimensional 
space M, the space of all events, which is called Minkowski spacetime.

A central postulate in special relativity is that the speed of light is constant for 
all inertial observers. One of the consequences is that nothing can move faster than 
light. If we choose our units such that the speed of light is 1 (for example, years as 
the temporal unit and lightyears as the spatial unit), this means that if we start at 
the origin O =  (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ), we can never move outside the cone C  given by

t2 > X 2 + y 2 + z 2 (1.1)

(see Figure 1). The boundary of the cone is the surface traced out by the light rays 
passing through O.
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Timelike
Null

Spacelike

F i g u r e  1. The nullcone in Minkowski spacetime.

Equivalently, we may say that the tangent vector to the curve traced out by an 
observer must point inside the cone C at the origin. We call such vectors timelike, 
vectors lying outside the cone are called spacelike, and vectors pointing along the 
cone are called null or lightlike. A curve is then timelike, null or spacelike if its 
tangent vector is timelike, null or spacelike everywhere.

In ordinary three-dimensional space, lengths are measured as the Euclidian dis
tance

As  =  A x 2 +  A y 2 +  A z 2. (1.2)

An equivalent formulation is that the length of a curve 7  (u) = (x(u),y(u),  z(u)) is 
given by the arc length formula

/( 7 ) =  J  ds = J  y jx (u)2 +y{u)2 +  z(u)2 du , (1.3)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to u. We can write the arc length 
symbolically as an expression for the line element dj:

ds2 = dx2 + d y 2 + dz2. (1.4)

The distance between two points is then simply the length of the shortest curve 
between the two points.

But how do we measure distances in M? This question is not as easily answered 
as one might think, since we have to ensure that observers moving at different speed 
relative to one another measure the same distance. We will not go into detail about 
observers in inertial frames here, so we just state that in order to have a consistent
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way of measuring distances, we must define the line element as

ds2 =  - d r 2 +  d* 2 +  dy2 +  dz2. (1.5)

But this only works for spacelike distances, since for null curves, dr2 =  0 which 
gives length 0 .

For timelike curves, the situation is even worse since then di*2 < 0 , which makes 
it impossible to take the square root. We can cheat our way out of this problem 
by changing the sign of the line element, but then we get the same problem with 
spacelike curves.

1.2. General relativity

There is something very important missing in special relativity however, namely the 
presence of acceleration and gravitation. In order to incorporate these things into 
the theory, we must move away from the flat Minkowski space and allow spacetime 
to be curved.

O f course, it is very difficult for us to imagine a curved four-dimensional surface. 
Hence we have to draw pictures in two or three dimensions, suppressing one or two 
of the space dimensions, and rely on mathematics for the full four-dimensional case.

The basic object that we use to replace Minkowski space is what mathematicians 
call a manifold M . It is a four-dimensional set of points, with the added structure 
of an atlas consisting of charts, which tells us how the points fit together. Each 
chart gives a set of coordinates for a part of the manifold. Consider for a moment 
the geometry of the earth, which we may simplify to be a two-dimensional sphere. 
In a standard atlas, there are usually many charts describing different countries and 
continents. But why do we need more than one chart? The problem is that if we 
try to cover a sphere with a flat two-dimensional chart, we will get problems at one 
point on the sphere, since that point will correspond to several different coordinates 
in the same chart (Figure 2 ). In fact, we need at least two overlapping charts to 
cover a sphere.

Secondly, we need a way of measuring distances on M . We cannot measure 
distances directly in a chart, since then the distance would depend on which chart 
we choose when several charts overlap. So we define a generalisation of the line 
element (1.5):

ds2 = gi j d x idxJ, (1.6 )

where x° = t, x 1 = x, x 2 = y  and x 3 =  z, and we adopt the Einstein convention 
of summing over a repeated upper and lower index. The matrix g with elements gij 
is called the metric.
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Not covered

F i g u r e  2. It is impossible to cover the sphere with one chart, since there will 
always be at least one point with multiply defined coordinates.

Suppose that given a point p  in M y the line element can be brought to the 
Minkowski form (1.5) at^>, but possibly not for any other point near p . If this holds 
for all points in M , we say that the pair (M,g)  is a spacetime. So the geometry of 
a spacetime is completely determined by M  and g .

As in Minkowski spacetime, we define vectors to be spacelike, null or timelike if 
ds2 is negative, 0 or positive. We can also measure lengths of spacelike curves 7  by

) = J  d* = J  (5 1  9ij X*{*) &  W ))  1 d«, (1.7)
i,j=o

and of timelike curves À by

^(7 ) =  J  às = j  ( -  5 ^  3ij x ‘(u) x i  (u)j  du. (1.8 )
i j = 0

From the metric it is then possible to calculate the curvature matrix R ljkh  which 
is a measure of how much the spacetime curves in different directions.

So far we have not mentioned anything about how spacetime is determined phys
ically. The connection between the physical fields (electric charges, for example) and 
the geometry of spacetime is given by Einsteins equations:

R,j -  \  Rgij + Agij =  8-irTij. (1.9)

Here and R  both depend on the curvature, and Tij depends only on the matter 
fields. So the left hand side is related to geometry and the right hand side contains 
the information about the physical sources.
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Singular point

Identify

F i g u r e  3 . A cone obtained by identifying points on the edges of a plane with a 
removed wedge. The vertex is a singular point.

1.3. Singularities

In this section, we give two examples to illustrate what a singularity may be in 
general relativity.

The cone. As a simple example, consider a two-dimensional cone constructed by 
cutting away a wedge from a two-dimensional sheet and gluing together the two 
resulting edges (Figure 3). This is not a spacetime, since we start with a plane with 
the conventional Euclidian geometry. But similar things can occur in spacetimes.

On the cone, everything looks like the two-dimensional sheet locally. But there 
is something wrong at the vertex, since there is no way to cover the vertex with a 
two-dimensional chart. Because of this, we cannot include the vertex in the surface.

Moreover, any curve ending at the vertex has finite length. This indicates that, 
in a sense, a point is missing. Another peculiar thing is that if an observer is moving 
along a curve ending at the vertex, everything seems perfectly normal up to the 
vertex point, where he suddenly pops out of existence. A singularity of this type is 
called a quasi-regular singularity, since everything seems perfecdy regular all the way 
up to the singularity.

The Schwarzschild spacetime. Soon after Einstein published his original paper on 
general relativity, an exact solution of Einsteins equations in vacuum (i.e., with Tij = 
0 ) was found by Karl Schwarzschild. As a line element, Schwarzschild s solution is

d*2 =  —b{r)At2 +  £ (r)- 1dr2 +  r 2 (d<?2 +  sin20 d<f>2), (1.10)

where b(r) =  (1 — 2m/r)  and m is a constant.
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We see that there are problems when r = 0 and r =  2m , because at those values 
of r there will be division by 0 in (1.10). However, it turns out that the singularity 
at r — 2m is not really a singularity at all, since it is merely a result of a bad choice 
of coordinates. Put

p =  r +  2m ln(r — 2 m \  (1-11)

and replace the t coordinate by u =  t +  p. Then the line element (1.10) becomes

d*2 =  -b{r )àu2 +  2d« dr +  r 2(d02 +  sin26»d cf>2), (1.12)

which is perfectly regular at r = 2m. So it is not possible to identify real singularities 
directly from a particular expression for the line element.

On the other hand, the problem at r =  0 corresponds to a real singularity, since 
it can be shown that the curvature diverges as r —> 0 .



2. The b-boundary

In this section we will outline the construction of the b-boundary, describe some 
of the properties and alternative constructions, and give an example that is rather 
unrealistic, but still illustrates some important properties that has analogues in more 
realistic cases. But first we give the definition of b-length to provide the physical 
motivation.

2.1. The b-length functional

As we said above, the basic indicator of singularities in a spacetime is the presence 
of curves that end prematurely. In order to specify what is meant by ending pre
maturely, we need a measure of the length of a curve. The metric length is clearly 
not suitable since it vanishes for null curves, and any neighbourhood of a curve 
contains a null curve. For geodesics, it is natural to measure the affine parameter 
length, which gives null geodesics a finite length. However, restricting attention to 
geodesics is not sufficient since there are spacetimes where all geodesics are com
plete, but which contain inextendible timelike curves with bounded acceleration 
and finite metric length [18]. Hence another concept of length is needed.

Let 7  : I  —» M  be a curve in M.  Imagine a freely falling observer O along 7 , 
who initially measures length in a frame E$. Since O is freely falling, the frame E$ 
will be parallel propagated along 7 , giving a parallel frame field E . Thus the length 
measured by O will be the length of 7  with respect to the parallel frame E . We 
define the b-length or generalised affine parameter length as

:= JjV \d t, (2.1)
where | V| is the Euclidian norm of the component vector V of the tangent vector of 
7  in the parallel frame E  [25, 19].

The length / ( 7 ,£o) will of course depend on the choice of initial frame Eq. 
Moreover, following two different curves from a point p with frame E$ to a point 
q will in general result in different frames at q. This can cause some problems, for 
example when doing variational calculus, since changing a small piece of the curve 
affects the frame, and hence the b-length, on all subsequent points on the curve. 
Also, the b-length is not additive in the same way as the metric length, since we have 
to keep track of the frame.
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2.2. Definitions

The b-boundary may be defined via different fibre bundles over M , e.g., L M , OM  
or the holonomy bundle. Here we choose to use the bundle of general linear frames 
L M , since it contains some of the other bundles as subbundles. It was also the one 
used in the original paper by B. Schmidt [25]. Also, the construction is only de
pendent on the connection on M  and not the metric. Our main interest is of course 
spacetimes, when M  is equipped with a Lorentzian metric g. As we will see, this 
implies some useful properties of the b-boundary which are absent otherwise. We 
should also mention that the Schmidt metric used in the definition of the b-bound- 
ary was also used by Marathe in his work on paracompactness, independently of 
Schmidt s paper [2 2 ].

Since we assume that M  is orientable, the frame bundle L M  consists of two 
connected components, L^M  and L~M, corresponding to frames with positive and 
negative orientation, respectively. We choose to work with L+M , which is no real 
restriction since any orientation-changing transformation in GL(n) sets up a 1-1 
correspondence between L*M and L~M. We also regard the component of the 
identity G L \n ) C GL(n) as the structure group of L+M. To reduce notational 
clutter we will from now on write LM  instead of L^M and GL{n) instead of GLf(n), 
despite the somewhat confusing notation.

Choose a basis of R” and 0 t(«), respectively, and let (•, -)m« and (•, -)0[(w) be Eu
clidian inner products with respect to these fixed bases. We define a Riemannian 
metric G on LM,  the b-metric or Schmidt metric, as

G(X,Y )  := (0(X),0(V))R. +  (u>(X)MY))*Kn)- (2-2)

G is positive definite since

G {X 9X)  = (0{X) ,0(X))  +  (u>(X)M*))  = 0 (2.3)

if and only if 0{X) = 0 and u ( X )  =  0 , and the only vector which is both horizontal 
and vertical is the zero vector. Clearly, there is some arbitrariness in the definition of 
G because we might have chosen different bases in R” and But this is taken
care of by the following result:

Lemma 2.1 (Dodson [8]). I f  we change the bases used in the definition (2 .2 ) o f G y the 
resulting metric is uniformly equivalent to the original.

We now provide the connection between the b-metric G on L M  and the b-length 
of a curve in M  defined in the previous section. We define the b-length /(7 ) of a
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curve 7  in L M  as the metric length with respect to G . In other words,

/(7 ) :=  | ( | 0 ( 7 ) |2 +  ll^(7)l|2) 1/2^ ,  (2.4)

where |-| and ||-|| are the fixed Euclidian norms in R” and 0 l(«), respectively, and 7  
denotes the tangent of 7 . If 7  is horizontal, 07(7 ) =  0 and 7  may be written as a pair 
(À, E) where A := 71-07 is a curve in M  and E  is the parallel frame along A given by 
7 . By definition, 0{7 ) is the vector consisting of the components of the tangent X 
in the frame E. So the b-length of a horizontal curve 7  coincides with the b-length 
of the projection A =  7ro 7  as defined in the previous section.

Since G is positive definite, {LM , G ) is a Riemannian manifold, and in particular, 
a topological metric space with respect to the distance function

d{P, Q) =  inf{/(7 ); 7 : [0,1] -  L M ^ { 0 ) =  P>7 (1) =  Q}, (2.5)

This means that the Cauchy completion L M  of L M  with respect to the topological 
metric d  is well defined.

In a way, the only difference is that when using the b-length concept in O M , we 
view the frame as just another set of coordinates on a larger manifold, sidestepping 
the problem of keeping track of the frame along A. This means that the problem 
with endless curves of finite b-length in M  may be solved by studying horizontal 
curves of finite b-length in O M , since the Cauchy completion L M  with respect to d  
contains endpoints to all finite curves by definition. So the idea is now to construct 
a completion M  of M  given the completion L M  of LM.

To construct a completion M  of M  from L M  we need something similar to the 
projection 7r : L M  —» M . This is possible because of the following result.

Lemma 2 .2  (Schmidt [25]). The right action Ra o f any fixed transformation A  € 
GL{n) is uniformly continuous with respect to the topological metric d  induced by G.

Proof. See [25] or [8 ]. The proof in [8 ] is a bit more direct, despite some confusion 
of right and left actions, using basically the transformation properties of 0 and u  
under Ra - □

It follows from Lemma 2.2  that there is a uniformly continuous extension Ra of 
Ra to LM . So the quotient

M  := LM/GL{n),  (2 .6 )

the set of orbits of the right action of GL{n)> is well defined. We also define the 
extension 7f of the projection 7r to be the map taking a point in L M  to the unique 
orbit through that point. We may identify tt(LM)  with 7x{LM) =  M , so it is clear
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that M  is in a sense an extension of M .  We say that M  is the b-completion of M , 
and define the b-boundary of M  as

dM  = M \ M .  (2 .7)

By construction, M  is a topological space with the quotient topology inherited 
from L M . While the topology of L M  is Hausdorff, this is not necessarily true of 

M . In fact, we will see that M  is non-Hausdorff in many cases.

2.3. An example: the circle S with constant connection

To illustrate the b-boundary definition and properties, we give a simple example. 
Because the dimension of the frame bundle is n2 + n, where n is the dimension of 
the spacetime, it is a large object even for two dimensional spacetimes. Therefore we 
choose to look at a one dimensional example. The subject of one dimensional space
times is a void field however, since any one dimensional metric may be brought to 
Euclidian form by a suitable coordinate transformation. Hence all one dimensional 
spacetimes are locally isometric to the one-dimensional Euclidian space.

There is a way around this problem, since the b-boundary definition only relies 
on the connection and not the metric itself. We therefore study the circle § equipped 
with a constant connection T, a constant real number. The interesting case is of 
course when T ^  0. This space has been studied before by Dodson and Sulley [11].

Basic expressions. Choose a coordinate * for S, such that S is covered by x £ [0,1). 
Alternatively, we may view x £ R as a covering map, with x = x\ and x = X2  

describing the same point if x\ = X2  (mod 1).
Any frame at a point in S may be described as X - ^ ,  where X  £ R* =  R \  {0} 

and ^  is the vector corresponding to the coordinate x. It follows that the pair 
(x, X)  give coordinates on the frame bundle LS. We see that LS has two connected 
components, one with X  > 0 and the other with X  < 0. This is expected since S 
is orientable. We have thus arrived at a first picture of the frame bundle LS as two 
half cylinders (Figure 4).

On LS, the structure group is R*, the corresponding Lie algebra is R, and the 
exponential map exp: R —> R* is the usual one. R* acts on the right of LS as 
R a : (x , X )  »—» (x ,XA).  Given the coordinates (x ,X )  on LS, we can describe any 
vector tangent to L S b y j / ^  +  7 ^ ,  where y  £ R and Y  £ R*. It follows that the 
tangent space 7"(ZS) can be described by the coordinates (x ,X ,y ,  Y). The right 
action Ra : LS ^  LS  then induces a map Ra* :T(LS)  —» T(LS)  according to

RA* : { x , X , y , Y ) ^ ( x , X A , y , Y A ) . (2 .8)
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— A horizontal curve

X = 0

Vertical curves

F ig u r e  4. A simple picture of the connected component of the identity o f ZS 
in coordinates (*, X ).  A horizontal curve and several vertical curves are shown. 
The other component looks like the mirror image in the X  = 0 plane.

We now give coordinate expressions for the canonical one-form 0: T(LS)  —> R 
and the connection form uj : T(LS)  —> R. The canonical one-form acts according 
to

(2.9)

which may be written as 0  =  X ~ 1dx.  The corresponding expression for the con
nection form is

u; : (*, X,y,  Y) ^  X ~ l (Y +  TyX)  =  X ~ lY  +  Ty, (2.10)

where the last equality works because the structure group R* is Abelian, which is 
not true in higher dimensions. Alternatively, u  = X ~ ld X  +  Tdx.

Inserting (2.9) and (2.10) into the definition of the b-metric (2.2) and rewriting 
as a line element we get

ds2 = (X~2 +  r 2)d*2 + 2 T X - ld x d X  +  X ~ 2d X 2. (2.11)

Horizontal curves. What does a horizontal curve, i.e., a curve with parallel propag
ated frame, look like in Z§? O f course, the curves in § are all very simple, since there 
is only one direction to move in. In fact, if we require that the curve is smooth and 
that the tangent never vanishes (so that the direction does not change), there is 
only one curve up to reparameterisation. Let 7  be the curve given by x  = t, with 
t £  (*o> *i)- Then any lift 7  of 7  to ZS can be expressed as (x, X)  =  (f, X(t)).  If 7  is 
horizontal, 10(7) =  0, where 7  is the tangent of 7  in T(LS).  From (2.10) it follows
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that

^ _1X +  r  =  0 , (2 .12)

which gives a solution X(t)  = X q e~Tt. So any horizontal curve (with nonvanishing 
tangent) may be described as

(x ,X )  = ( t ,X 0e~Tt). (2.13)

In the picture obtained from the coordinates (x, X) ,  this is a spiralling curve in the 
component containing (0, 2fo) (Figure 4).

Next, we compute the b-length of a horizontal curve 7 . Since ^ ( 7 ) =  0 , only 
0 (7 ) contributes to the b-length functional. But from (2.9) and (2.13),

9{ff) = X ~ ' x  = X ^ e ™ .  (2.14)

Inserting this into the definition (2.4) of b-length we get

I (7 ) = l^ol“1 / V *  = \Xo r r 1! ^ 1 - e rf°|. (2.15)
Jto

We see from the right hand side that if T > 0 , / (7 ) will be finite even when 
to —► —0 0 .  This means that 7 , and thus the projection 7 , is past incomplete. (If 
T < 0 , the curve will be future incomplete instead.) This is our first sign of the 
b-boundary of L S  being nonempty.

An asymptotic embedding in R3. Our aim is to study the geometry of (LS ,  G),
and in particular, to describe the b-boundary of L S .  The b-boundary has been
found previously [11], but only through studying an equivalent metric on a subset 
of R2. Here we want to describe the geometry of (Z§, G ) as well.

The picture in Figure 4 is clearly not satisfactory, since it does not describe the 
geometry given by G. In order to get a better description it would be nice to have an 
isometric embedding of (LS, G) as a surface in R3. We cannot hope to find a global 
embedding though, so we try instead to find a local embedding of a neighbourhood 
of \X\ = 0 0 .

In cylindrical coordinates (r, 6 , z) on R3, the embedding is

r{X) = ± { T 2 + X - 2) y i , (2.16)

6{x, X)  = 2ir(*  +  \  T" 1 ln(l +  T2* 2)), (2.17)
r(2-K\X\)-' ! _ s2 1/2

z (X )  = sign(X) ( 2 ) cb, (2.18)
Jo ' s z +  r $ /

where vq =  |r|/27r, x  € [0,1) and |X| > 1/27T.
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F ig u r e  5 . A local embedding of the two parts of LS  near the boundary, which 
is the white circle around the ‘throat’ of the hyperboloidal surface. To the left, a 
horizontal curve is shown, and to the right, we see two vertical curves with the 
same magnitude but opposite signs of X 0.

Note that the embedded surface S  consists of two connected components, de
pending on the sign of X.  The boundary of both components is a circle given by 
z  =  0, r = vq. Surprisingly, the embedding is smooth at the boundary, so the two 
components may be joined at the boundary giving one surface with a shape similar 
to a hyperboloid (Figure 5).

For a better understanding of the relation between LS  as a frame bundle and the 
surface S , we compute the embedding of the vertical and horizontal curves in <S. 
We saw above that any horizontal curve could be written as (x, X)  =  (t, X q e~Tt). 
In <S, this corresponds to

r(X)  = ± (  r2 + X ö 2e2rt) 1/2, (2.19)

0(x ,X )  = ttT “ 1 ln(e2rt + T 2X%), (2.20)
« r ' ( 27r|A b |) _1 , 1 _  s2 s 1 /2

z (X)  =  sign{X0) \~T~i— 2 )  ds- ( 2 -2 1 )Jo + rfi/

So the horizontal curve spiral around the surface S  a finite number of times, before 
hitting the boundary at 6 = 7r r -1  \n{T2X l ). The tangent is parallel to the z -axis at 
the boundary, so the horizontal curve may be joined to the corresponding horizontal 
curve with opposite sign of X q (Figure 5).
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On the other hand, a vertical curve may be written as (x, X)  =  (*o, X^e*). The 
coordinates (r, 0 , z) are then

r(JQ =  ^ ( r 2 +  Xç2e-2t)yi, (2.22)

0(*,2Q =  2tt(*o +  ^ r - 1 ln (l + r 2Z 0V ' ) ) ,  (2.23)

re-‘(2*\Xo\rl , ! _ ^ 2  1/2

«X )-**! ,  (j t Ti) ( 2 ' 2 4 )

Since 0 —> io o  as t —> ±oo, depending on the signs of T and Xq, the vertical curves 
spiral around S  indefinitely when approaching the boundary at z  =  0. In a way, 
the fibres are wound up around the throat’ of S  (Figure 5). The boundary itself 
may be viewed as a fibre (or more precisely, it is the orbit of the extended action 
of the structure group R*). The boundary of LS displays an important feature that 
will indeed be present in more general cases: while the fibres of LS  are complete 
embeddings of the connected component of the identity in R*, the boundary fibre 
is a circle. We say that the boundary fibre is (partially) degenerate.

The b-boundary of S. It is now straightforward to identify the b-boundary of 
LS. Since the extension of the group action covers the whole boundary circle on
<S, the boundary dS is just one orbit, i.e., a single point. What is even worse is
that the completion § is non-Hausdorff. Recall that § inherits its topology from 
the topology of the completion of LS , so since any neighbourhood of the boundary 
circle in S  intersects all fibres of LS , the boundary dS is not Hausdorff separated 
from any of the interior points of S.

It should be noted that our circle example is very unphysical in many ways. For 
example, § is compact, and the connection is not the Levi-Cività connection of a 
metric. But the features of the b-completion are still reminiscent of the features 
displayed by more realistic cases, so at least it provides some understanding of what 
problems to expect for more realistic spacetimes.

2.4. Properties

In this section we give a summary of some of the properties of the b-boundary. We 
point the reader to the original papers by B. Schmidt [25, 26] or the excellent review 
by Dodson [8 ] for a more thorough account.

First, the b-boundary is consistent with the practise of calling a spacetime singu
lar if it contains b-incomplete curves.

Theorem 2.3 (Hawking & Ellis [19]). I f  M  is a spacetimey (L M , G) is metrically 
complete i f  and only i f  M  is complete with respect to the b-length (on M).
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This result supersedes the theorem by Schmidt in the original b-boundary paper 
[25], which stated that if (LM^G)  is complete then M  is geodesically complete. 
The proof of the converse relies on the presence of a spacetime structure, essen
tially being a consequence of the existence of convex normal neighbourhoods in 
spacetimes.

Next we have a proposition on the structure of the fibres.

Proposition 2.4 (Dodson [8]). Any fibre o fLM ,  equipped with the Riemannian met
ric induced by G, is a homogeneous space. In particular, the fibres are complete with 
respect to the induced metric.

In fact, the fibres are essentially copies of the Lie group GL(n) with the metric 
induced by the chosen basis in the Lie algebra $!(«).

In most cases, we only need to study horizontal curves due to the following.

Proposition 2.5 (Schmidt [25]). Suppose that a point P  G dLM  is an endpoint o f a 
curve in LM . Then P is also an endpoint o f a horizontal curve.

The original proof in [25] uses a comparison with the frame bundle over R”. A 
direct proof comparing lengths of general curves with horizontal curves may be 
found in [8]. Note that there is a small error in that version, which we will return 
to in the discussion of paper III, (§3.3 below).

One argument in favour of the b-boundary is that it agrees with the usual bound
ary for Riemannian manifolds.

Theorem 2 .6  (Schmidt [25]). I f  (M,g)  is Riemannian, the b-completion is homeo- 
morphic to the Cauchy completion o f M  with respect to the topological metric induced 
by g on M .

An essential step in the proof is that the inner product (•, -)r» is invariant under the 
rotation group 0(n) ,  which is the structure group of the orthonormal frame bundle 
O M  over a Riemannian manifold. This does not hold for spacetimes of course, since 
there the corresponding bundle is the pseudo-orthonormal frame bundle, with the 
Lorentz group C in place of 0(n) .

One peculiarity of spacetimes is that there might be incomplete endless curves 
imprisoned in a compact set. Since they are incomplete and endless, they have 
endpoints on the b-boundary. The following results show that this situation is 
linked to bad topological behaviour of the b-completion.

Proposition 2.7 (Schmidt [25]). Suppose that there is an inextendible endless curve 
7  with finite b-length, totally or partially imprisoned in a compact subset o f M  (or, 
equivalently, that 7  has a cluster point p  in M ). Then p  is not Hausdorff separated 
from the endpoint o f  7  in dM.
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In [25], the formulation is slightly more general, starting with the existence of a 
Cauchy sequence without limit in LM  which project into a compact subset of M . 
Our formulation is closer to the one in [19]. The basic idea is that since p  is a 
cluster point of 7  and the b-length of 7  is finite, we can find arbitrarily short curves 
from any given neighbourhood of p  to the endpoint of 7  in dM.

If we cut out points from a spacetime, the topological boundary of the removed 
set is contained in the b-boundary. Moreover, the b-boundary would be useless 
if it did not have the property that it coincides with the topological boundary for 
sufficiently small and well-behaved’ subsets of spacetime.

Theorem 2.8  (Schmidt [26]). Any spacetime (M ,g ) is locally complete with respect to 
the b-metric. In other words, for any open submanifold U o f M  with compact closure 
and without totally imprisoned null geodesics, the b-boundary o f U coincides with the 
topological boundary in M .

Since U is compact, it is safely separated from b-boundary points lying ‘far away 
from p . But as we saw above, imprisoned incomplete endless curves also define 
points on the b-boundary. Hence, the main step in the proof of Theorem 2.8  is 
showing that if an incomplete endless curve imprisoned in U implies that a null 
geodesic is contained in U . In paper III (§3.3 below) we show an extension of this 
result to partially imprisoned curves.

It is a natural question to ask what the result would be if we replace the fibre 
bundle LM  with some other bundle over M , for example the (pseudo-) orthonormal 
frame bundle OM . First we need some terminology. If H  is a closed Lie subgroup 
of GL(n) and H M  a principal fibre bundle over M  with structure group H  and pro
jection 7TH • H M  —» My H M  is said to be a //-structure over M  if there is a bundle 
morphism ÿ  : H M  —► L M  which agrees with the projections, i.e., 717/ =  no ip, and 
commutes with the right actions, i.e., R a ° — ^ ° R a  f°r an7 A  E H  [21].

Given a //-structure over M ,  we say that the connection of L M  is reducible 
to H M  if there is a connection form on H M  such that -0 *0; =  u [21]. As 
an example, the pseudo-orthonormal frame bundle OM  is an /^-structure over M,  
where C is the Lorentz group, and the connection of L M  is reducible to OM.

We can now state a very powerful theorem:

Theorem 2.9 (Friedrich [16]). Let H  be a closed Lie subgroup o f GL (4), and let H M  
be a H-structure on M . I f  the connection on L M  is reducible to HM , the b-boundary 
may be constructed using H M  instead o f LM .

This shows that when studying the b-boundary we may equally well use, for ex
ample, the pseudo-orthonormal frame bundle OM  or the holonomy bundle. An
other alternative that comes to mind is the bundle of Newman-Penrose tetrads over
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a spacetime, consisting of two null vectors and two complex conjugate spacelike 
vectors.

Finally, in order to provide some motivation as to why the b-boundary construc
tion is useful despite the topological problems, we mention the work by Clarke on 
extension theorems. Basically, Clarke has shown that in globally hyperbolic space- 
times, if the Riemann tensor does not diverge, it is possible to extend the spacetime 
through the b-boundary, except in very special cases. In particular, we have the 
following result from [7]. See also [3, 2 , 6 ].

Theorem 2.10 (Clarke [3]). Let (M , g ) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime with a C3 
atlas in which the metric g is C2~. Define 9+g to be the set o f points p  in the b-bound- 
ary dM  for which

1 . there is a future-directed causal curve 7  ending at p, and
2 . p is a point o f generic curvature, and for some (and hence any) frame E at p, 

TV{E) is bounded.
Then there is an isometry -0 : M  —> M ', with (M \ g ') a C 1- spacetime, such that 
pi^reg) c  M*. Here p  is the extension of'i) to M  and 1V(E) is essentially the limit set
o f the Riemann tensor frame components at E.

In particular, Theorem 2.10 shows that the b-boundary is a good choice for a 
boundary construction when there is hope that the spacetime may be extendible 
through the boundary.

2.5. Modifications and alternative constructions

We should mention that there are number of modifications of and alternatives to 
the b-boundary construction. We give a brief summary here.

Modifications. There are two different modifications of the b-boundary which 
attempt to solve the topological problems.

1. The p-boundary by Dodson [9, 12 , 8 , 10]. If the spacetime (M,g)  admits a 
parallélisation, i.e., a global section of the frame bundle, it is possible to add an extra 
term to the b-metric (2 .2 ) depending on the parallélisation and carry on with the 
boundary construction described in §2 .2 . The p-completion is always Hausdorff 
[12]. There is one serious drawback however: there are in general many different 
parallélisations on a spacetime (if there are any at all), and there is no general way 
of choosing one of them in a canonical way.

2 . The essential b-boundary originally proposed by Clarke [5]. See also [31, 8 , 10],
The idea is to separate interior and boundary points by removing a sequence of 
larger and larger compact sets covering the whole spacetime M , constructing the
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b-boundary in each step, and taking the intersection. This is done via a project
ive limit construction. In the resulting completion, boundary points are Hausdorff 
separated from interior points. There may be a problem with closed FLRW models 
however, since the past and future singularities are identified. Also, local complete
ness has not been established, since the construction is quite complicated.

Alternative boundary definitions. There are also a number of boundary construc
tions that are totally independent of the b-boundary.

1. The conformai boundary by Penrose [23]. If a spacetime can be conformally 
embedded into an appropriate unphysical spacetime, we may construct a boundary 
from the topological boundary of the embedding. There is also a projective bound
ary by Eardley and Sachs [13], based on a projective structure (i.e. all connections 
which determine the same geodesics as the Levi-Cività connection of the spacetime 
metric). Schmidt has shown that any conformai or projective structure defines a 
boundary [27, 28].

2 . The causal boundary by Geroch, Kronheimer and Penrose [17]. See also [19, 7]. 
The main idea is to use the causal structure of a spacetime to define a boundary. 
In a way, the causal boundary consists of abstract endpoints of causal curves in 
spacetime, where curves with the same future or past are identified.

3. The abstract boundary by Scott and Szekeres [30, 29, 15]. The idea is here to use 
the space of all possible topological embeddings of the spacetime manifold which 
are ‘regular in a certain sense, take the topological boundary in each embedding, 
and introduce an equivalence relation which decides whether two points in different 
embeddings are to be identified or not. Though the space of all embeddings is 
very large, the idea has some appeal since the existence of an embedding where the 
geometry can be extended is the sign of a removable singularity. Recently, a rigidity 
result has been proved for the regular part of the abstract boundary [14].
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3.1. Paper I: Degeneracy o f the b-boundary

The first paper is concerned with proving that the topology of the b-completion is 
non-Hausdorff for many of the known exact solutions in general relativity. There 
has been some work done with the FLRW and Schwarzschild spacetimes which 
shows non-Hausdorffness by calculations of the b-boundary of two-dimensional 
slices [1, 2 0 ]. The problem with this approach is that it is heavily dependent on the 
specific geometry of these spacetimes. Also, it doesn’t provide full information about 
the b-completion of the whole spacetime. Instead we choose to follow the work by 
Clarke [7], which gives a much more general condition involving the divergence 
of the components of the Riemann tensor and its first derivative along a horizontal 
curve ending at the b-boundary. Unfortunately, the proof in [7] contains a few 
errors, and the conditions have to be modified to be able to establish correct version. 
Also, the application of the conditions is not entirely straightforward. The purpose 
of paper I is to set these things straight.

We choose to define the b-boundary via the pseudo-orthonormal frame bundle 
O M . As we saw in §2.3, the fibre over a b-boundary point may be degenerate. 
To introduce some terminology, we say that a fibre (or extended group orbit) over 
a b-boundary point is degenerate if it is not homeomorphic to the full structure 
group. If the fibre is a single point we say that it is totally degenerate, otherwise it 
is partially degenerate. The fibre degeneracy can be quantified by introducing the 
singular holonomy group, defined by

E L = E } ,  (3.1)

where E  is a point in the boundary fibre and C is the Lorentz group [4]. Apparently, 
a boundary fibre T  is totally degenerate if and only if § S0M(E) = £  for any E  G

The importance of total degeneracy is demonstrated by the following result.

Proposition 3.1 (Clarke [7]). I f  p  £ dM  with TT~l (p) totally degenerate, then every 
neighbourhood o f p  in M  contains all null geodesics in M  ending at p . In particular, 

M  is not Hausdorff.

Given this connection between fibre degeneracy and a non-Hausdorff topology 
of the b-completion, it is of course of interest to see if we can establish total de
generacy for a sufficiently general class of spacetimes. To proceed further we need 
another result, linking elements in $ qM to Lorentz transformations generated by 
parallel propagation around small loops.
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Proposition 3 .2  (Clarke [7]). Suppose that 7  : (0 , 1] —> O M  is a horizontal curve with 
7 (0 ) = E  £ 7f_1 (p) and p  E dM. Then L £ QS0M(E) i f  and only i f  there is a sequence 
o f real numbers ti with ti —> 1 and loops Kj : [0,1] —> M  such that

*i(0) =  «,-(1) =  tto 7 (^), (I)
u  -  L (II)

/(«n7(*;))-o (in)
where L ,• Lorentz transformations obtained by parallel propagating 7  (*,■) around
Ki for each i.

So if we can generate any Lorentz transformation for small loops as in Proposi
tion 3 .2 , the singular holonomy group must be the whole Lorentz group. But the 
generation of Lorentz transformations around loops is controlled by the Riemann 
tensor. So there is a connection between degeneracy and curvature. Explicitly, the 
connection is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3 (Ståhl [33]). Let Di be the disc {(x,y)  E R2; x 2 + y 2 < I2}, and let 
f : D [ —* M . Choose a frame Eo at f  (0 , 0 ) and extend it to a frame field E  on f (D [)  
by parallel propagation along the radial curves r 1—► f ( r  cos 6, r sin 0) for each 0. Then 
the Lorentz transformation A generated by parallel propagation counterclockwise around 
the boundary o f f  (Dì) is

A = exp - |^ R (X ,Y )d < r, (3.2)

where d a is the standard area element on Di, R is the Riemann tensor in the frame E, 
and X and Y are the vectors f  ̂  and f  ̂  in the frame E.

Next, we use Lemma 3.3 repeatedly to approximate a given Lorentz transforma
tion by choosing the function f  appropriately. Then we can repeat the approxima
tion to approximate the error introduced in the first approximation, and so on. The 
important bit is to keep control over the lengths of the curves, so that we end up 
with a sequence of curves k* generating a given Lorentz transformation exactly, with 
I (ni) —* 0 so that Proposition 3.2  applies. This means that we have to introduce 
bounds on the Riemann tensor. We will not repeat the details here, and instead we 
just state the result from paper I.

Theorem 3.4 (Ståhl [33]). Suppose that 7  : (0,1] —► O M  is a horizontal curve with 
7 (0 ) = E  E tt_1(/>) and p  E dM, and that there are sequences ti —> 0 and pi —> 0 
such that R is invertible on the balls Ui := 5#  (7  (**)). I f  the closure o f each lii in OM  
is compact and contained in O M  and ||RJ 1II3 suPw,- llR ll2’ llR, 1II2 suPw,' IIVRII and 
IIRT'IIM- tend to 0 as ti —► 0, then $>sOM(E) = C.
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Here the various norms are basically norms of the frame component arrays, and 
R 1 is the inverse of the Riemann tensor viewed as a map from bivectors to the Lie 
algebra of the Lorentz group. We will return to the invertibility condition on the 
Riemann tensor in the discussion of paper III in §3.3.

The application of Theorem 3.4 is not as straightforward as one might think, 
since the norms depend on the frame. Therefore a technical lemma is needed to 
control the frame when doing calculations for a specific spacetime.

Using Theorem 3.4 and the technical lemma mentioned above, we are able to 
establish total degeneracy for a number of important examples, namely the FLRW, 
Kasner, Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordström spacetimes, and both the final and 
the naked central singularity in Tolman-Bondi spacetime.

3 .2. Paper II: Frame bundle geometry

Paper II is concerned with the fundamental question of the structure of the Rie- 
mannian geometry of {LM, G ). While most work with the b-completion has been 
concentrated on the properties of {LM , G) as a metric space, practically nothing has 
been done using the full Riemannian geometry. We therefore explore some of the 
basic properties of the Riemannian manifold (LM,G).  Since the calculations are 
similar in any dimension, we do not restrict ourselves to dimension 4. We do how
ever assume that the underlying manifold M  is equipped with a Lorentzian metric, 
which is essential to our treatment.

One might ask why we choose to work with the bundle of general linear frames 
L M  instead of the smaller bundle of pseudo-orthonormal frames O M , as we did in 
paper I. The reason is that the algebra is so complicated that adding the restriction 
that the frames are pseudo-orthonormal makes it almost impossible to handle things 
algebraically. Perhaps it could be handled by a suitable application of computer 
algebra, but since O M  may be viewed as a Riemannian submanifold of LM,  it 
should be possible to treat most issues via L M .

The largest part of the paper is devoted to computing the curvature of {LM, G ) 
via Cartans equations, using the fact that the n2 -b n covectors given by the n com
ponents of the canonical one-form 0 and the n2 components of the connection 
form LJ constitute an orthonormal coframe on (L M , G ), as is evident from the 
definition (2.2) of the b-metric G . Using the expression for the curvature scalar, we 
obtain two results.

Proposition 3.5 (Ståhl [33]). Let 7  be a horizontal curve ending at dLM, and suppose 
that some frame component o f the Riemann tensor o f {M, g) tends to ± 0 0  along 7 . 
Then the curvature scalar R o f {LM, G) tends to — 00 along 7 .
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This is an interesting result since the divergence of some Riemann tensor com
ponent in a parallel frame along a curve ending at a singularity is a common prop
erty of many physical singularities. We also know from paper I that the boundary 
fibre is totally degenerate in many cases. Intuitively, one could imagine the fibres of 
L M  winding up’ around the degenerate boundary fibre, which seems to indicate a 
divergence of the curvature. But since the curvature scalar tends to —oc, this does 
not necessarily mean that horizontal directions get identified at the boundary. In a 
sense, the boundary geometry of {LM , G ) is infinitely hyperbolic.

The other result concerning the curvature of (L M , G ) is about extendibility.

Proposition 3 .6  (Ståhl [33]). Suppose that {LM , G) is (locally) extendible through 
7T~ 1 {p)> where p  E dM y and that the corresponding boundary fibre in O M  is com
pletely degenerate. Then {M , g ) is asymptotically a conformally flat Einstein space, i.e. 
the curvature R o f {M,g) is given by R fii  =  \Rg\kQl\j in the limit at p.

Proposition 3.6 places a severe restriction on the asymptotic geometry of {M, g) 
if {L M , G) is extendible. O f course, Proposition 3.6 only gives a necessary condition 
on {M,g),  since we have only considered the extendibility of the curvature scalar, 
and not the full geometry. There might also be topological obstructions preventing 
an extension.

Next, we study the isometries of {LM, G). We find that any affine transformation 
of {M, g) induces a horizontal isometry of {LM, G). We also show that the vertical 
isometries are independent of the geometry of {LM, G ), in that they are given by the 
isometries of the rotational Lie group 0{n)  with its canonical bi-invariant metric.

Finally, we study the properties of the geodesics of {LM, G ). There are purely 
vertical geodesics, but they are not very interesting since they are determined purely 
by the geometry of GL{n) with the standard Euclidian metric, with respect to the 
basis on gl{n) used in the definition of the b-metric G. We also show that there are 
no horizontal geodesics.

3.3. Paper III: Imprisoned curves and b-length

The third paper is concerned with two themes: on the one hand, b-incomplete 
endless curves partially or totally imprisoned in a compact subset of spacetime, and 
on the other hand, properties of the b-length functional and b-neighbourhoods.

First, we describe some results relating to paper IV [32], which is not included in 
this thesis, where the author tries to establish a variational theory using the b-length 
functional. In particular, it is stated in paper IV that on sufficiently small neigh
bourhoods, b-length extremals are geodesics. However, as pointed out by V. Perlick
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[24], Paper IV contains a serious error, and b-length extremals are not geodesics 
except in very special cases.

We give an account of the comments by Perlick. First, we need to clarify what is 
meant by a b-length extremal in the current context. Fix two points p  and q in M  
and a frame Ep at p.  We then study the b-length functional given by (2 .1) on the 
space of smooth curves from p  to q , given the fixed frame Ep at p.  We find that 
b-length extremals are characterised by the following.

Proposition 3.7 (Perlick [24]). Let A: [0, a] —► M  be a curve from p  to q in M . 
Without loss o f generality we may assume that X is parameterised by b-length t. Let V* 
and Wjkl he the components o f the tangent o f X and the Riemann tensor; respectively in 
the frame E  obtained by parallel propagation o f Ep along A. Then X is an extremal o f  
the b-length functional i f  and only i f

(3.3)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to t and Qj, (r) is the solution o f the 
initial value problem

Q i = V V f y ,  Q i(* ) =  0. (3.4)

In particular, this means that b-length extremals is characterised by four integro- 
differential equations, or equivalently by a system of 10 ordinary differential equa
tions. Thus the situation is very different from the usual one when dealing with 
metric length.

From Proposition 3.7, it follows that a b-length extremal is a geodesic of (M,g)  
only if

f y V R W V V  =  0 . (3.5)

It is then possible to show that if all sufficiently short b-length extremals from p  
with a particular initial frame Ep are geodesics, the Ricci tensor must be degenerate.

We then turn to a comparison result on b-length in the pseudo-orthonormal 
frame bundle OM.  In the literature, it is sometimes stated that the b-length of a 
horizontal curve is shorter than the b-length of a general curve, if the projections of 
the two curves to M  coincide [8 , 7]. We show that this is not true in general, but 
that the following estimate holds.

Proposition 3.8 (Ståhl [33]). Let X : [0 , a) —> OM  be a curve with finite b-lengthy 
and let X be the horizontal lift o f ttoX with A(0) =  A(0). Then

1. (3.6)
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This seems to be sufficient for most applications.
Next we turn to the other main theme, concerning imprisoned curves. We prove 

a technical result on cluster curves of families of curves with b-length tending to 0 .

Lemma 3.9 (Ståhl [33]). Let l i  C M  and suppose that p  £ l i  is a cluster point o f  
a family o f incomplete endless curves {Az-} in li, with horizontal lifts {A*-} satisfying 
l(Xi) —» 0 as i —> oo. I f  {Â } has no subsequence that converges to a point in li, then 
there is an inextendible null geodesic cluster curve o f  {Az} through p  in li.

Lemma 3.9 can then be applied to incomplete endless curves partially imprisoned 
in a compact set.

Corollary 3 .1 0  (Ståhl [33]). An incomplete endless curve partially imprisoned in a 
compact set admits an endless null geodesic cluster curve.

Corollary 3.10 reestablishes Theorem 3 in Paper IV [32], extending a similar result 
by Schmidt from totally imprisoned curves to partially imprisoned curves.

In §6  of paper III, we return to the study of the b-length functional with the 
hope of constructing useful tools for the study of the b-boundary. The idea is to 
find the structure of b-neighbourhoods, i.e., the set of points reachable by curves 
with b-length less than a number e > 0 , say. The crucial thing that makes this 
study interesting is that we will allow the initial frame to vary. Given l i  C M  and 
p ,q  Çz li, we define a distance function by

du{p,q)  := inf{/(/x); ß - [0,1] -> 7r_1(W),7ro/x(0 ) = p , 7ro/x(l) =  q).  (3.7)

We also let

NpftU)  := {q £ hi; du {p,q) < e} (3.8)

for any e > 0 , and

Afp (U) := nMpftU) = { q e u ; du (j>,q) = 0}. (3.9)

The set Mpftli)  may be viewed as a kind of neighbourhood of p.  The intersec
tion J\fp(li) is nonempty however, since it always contain the light cone Np(U) of 
p  in U. First we have the following result on the structure of Mp{U).

Theorem 3.11 (Ståhl [33]). Mp{li) is generated by inextendible null geodesics in hi.

The question is if MpftU.) can contain more than the lightcone. In the case of 
compact U without imprisoned incomplete curves, it is answered by the following 
theorem.

Theorem 3 .1 2  (Ståhl [33]). I f  U is a compact subset o f M  without totally imprisoned 
null geodesics, then Mp(li) = Np (U) for any p  G U.
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F ig u r e  6 . The structure of J\fp)( in Minkowski spacetime.

Theorem 3 .12  is somewhat unsatisfactory however, since we are interested in the 
structure of Mp (U) ‘touches’ the b-boundary, which cannot happen if U is compact 
and contains no imprisoned null geodesic. We therefore calculate Mp,e for some 
particular spacetimes.

In Minkowski spacetime, Mp =  Mp (M ) can be shown to be roughly a union of 
ellipses of the form

:= {{u,v)i e~2iu2 + e2t v 2 < e2}. (3.10)

This enables us to get a full picture of Mp (Figure 6 ). In particular, Mp = Np.
Next, we study the structure of Mp in Misner spacetime, which is obtained via 

identifications of points in Minkowski spacetime. Misner spacetime is interesting 
since it contains imprisoned incomplete null geodesics, so Theorem 3.12  does not 
apply. Nevertheless, we find that Mp =  for Misner spacetime as well.

The last example is a two-dimensional Robertson-Walker spacetime with scale 
factor a(t) = t 1/2. We find that it is possible to obtain a bound on the extent 
of the neighbourhoods Ep^ which is consistent with the ellipsoidal shape of the 
corresponding sets in Minkowski spacetime, which seems to indicate that Mp = Np. 
This analysis is a bit unreliable however, since the divergence of the curvature near 
the initial singularity may cause the equivalence of conjugate points of geodesics, so 
that an extremal curve of the b-length functional is no longer minimal. But it seems 
unlikely that this will affect the structure of Mp, so we conjecture that Mp = Np, at 
least for a subclass of the Robertson-Walker spacetimes.

Finally, we make some notes on fibre degeneracy in relation to imprisoned curves. 
First, we show that the condition used in Theorem 3.4 of paper I on the invertibility 
of the Riemann tensor is generic for vacuum spacetimes, in the sense that it is
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an algebraic condition on the principal spinors of the Weyl tensor. We then turn 
to imprisoned curves and show that Theorem 3.4 does not apply, since ||R" -1|| is 
bounded from below on an imprisoned incomplete endless curve.
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